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Beat diabetes and lose weight!Ask any doctor or nutritionist who treats patients with diabetes:
the first focus for controlling the disease is a healthy eating plan. But typical diabetic eating plans
have been all about what you can't eat and what to do if you fall prey to a craving for foods you
shouldn't have.But now a typical day in the life of a diabetic might start with a smoked salmon-
and-dill omelet, continue to a lunch of three-bean chili, salsa and guacamole, and finish with a
dinner of grilled shrimp and shaved fennel, topped off by a dessert of chocolate terrine. It's a
kind of eating that virtually guarantees not just control of the disease and a satisfying of the
appetite, but an emphasis on specific nutrients that actually target diabetes, beating back its
potential side effects and maintaining the healthy weight that is key to controlling the disease.In
Eat & Beat Diabetes with Picture Perfect Weight Loss, Dr. Howard Shapiro uses the same visual
method of food comparisons that made his bestselling weight-loss books so popular and easy to
use. Now he has teamed with top chef Franklin Becker, a diabetic himself, and together they
reveal the secrets to a diet that can actually help you prevent and beat diabetes—without
depriving yourself of delicious food.
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Rob, “Excellent Info, Not Well Organized on Kindle. I loved the information in this book. It was
clear with excellent picture comparisons of food that you normally eat versus what you should be
eating. There are many fantastic recipes by several chefs. I especially liked how the author did
not advocate counting calories but rather focused on eating the right foods in no specific
amounts. The one problem I had with the book (Kindle version) was the lack of an index for the
recipes. I remembered a great recipe for brownies, but when I went to look for it I had to search
through the entire book page by page to find it.”

Monica, “Eat & Beat Diabetes with Picture Perfect Weight Loss: The Visual Program to Prevent
and Control Diabetes. This book is very informational for the person who knows nothing about
their weight, eating habits and diabetes. I purchased this book thinking it would give me a
greater knowledge on how to eat healthier. However, the information in this book I already
knew. It is a good book for the unskilled person who is looking to improve their eating habits. I
would recommend this book to that type of audience.”

BASSMANGA, “Excellent "show and tell" book. As a diabetic over 25 years, this is the most
informative common sense book I have ever read. It's not a "cookbook" (even tho it has
recipes)and not a list of what you can't eat. However, with the pics that explain the "choices" and
alternatives available, it makes it very easy to make sensible decisions. There is no list of
"forbidden" foods, but gives explantions of why and why not for foods - even says we can eat
chocolate!! It's not a medical textbook explanation, but gives a very understandable version of
how our body works with certain foods.  Highly recommend.”

Denise m Anderson, “Wow. Down 20 pounds in a month love the variety you can eat. Mind clarity
with no sugar is awesome. Love the pics and examples! Excellent purchase.”

Melinda Vale, “Eat Healthy and Beat Anything!. I ordered this book because I, like many others,
know friends and family who have diabetes. I'd read Dr. Shapiro's "Picture Perfect Weight Loss"
and loved the visual comparisons of healthy and less-healthy meals. The same wonderful
graphics are used in "Eat and Beat Diabetes". This book is packed with information that
everyone can use, not just diabetics. If you want to maintain a healthy weight, the pictures show
you how easy it can be to select the healthier option. The best part is that you can eat so much
more food when you choose the healthier option. If I'm hungry and I want to feel full, I'm definitely
going to choose 3 whole-grain waffles, 3 veggie sausages, and a plate of fresh fruit over a single
muffin (especially when I see that both 'meals' have the same number of calories).This book is
also a must-read for parents who want to ward of diabetes in their children before it develops
and teach their children lifelong good eating habits. So many recent news reports have
highlighted the epidemic of diabetes that we're headed for if we don't adopt healthier habits.I do



wish the title of the book didn't include 'weight loss', for two reasons: 1) there are diabetics who
aren't overweight; and 2) it might give the impression that once you've lost the weight, you don't
need the book any more. Take the focus away from losing weight and toward maintaining a
healthy weight. The key is making healthy food choices.I'm also suspicious that many recipes
call for Splenda(R) sweetener. Do the authors own stock in the company?If you want a fun and
educational way to prevent and control diabetes, or just maintain a healthy weight and lifestyle,
this is a great resource.”

Patricia Dion Pageau, “Beat Diabetes. Even after trying to apply the notions, it's an on going
battle, diabetes is a disease that needs respect. One has to commit to the book and it's
informations, plus have outside professional help  (diabetes nutritionist).”

The book by Howard M. Shapiro has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 85 people have provided feedback.
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